California Zephyr Car  
Decal Instructions Sheet

Your new BLI California Zephyr cars include a set of decals that can be applied to each car to represent the car's order in the consist. Passengers used this car number to locate which car they were assigned to.

This small decal needs to be cut out with an X-Acto knife or a small pair of scissors before it can be applied to the car.

The decal needs to be moistened with a very small amount of water applied to the back of the decal's paper. This will allow the clear plastic decal to slide off easily and moistens the adhesive. Wetting the decal backing can be achieved with a moist sponge or a damp paper towel. (See photo) Do not over wet the decal as it will not stick properly.

Prior to applying the decal be sure that the surface area is clean and free of dust. Hold the decal with a pair of tweezers in one hand and slide the decal off and onto the car at the plate next to the door. This plate is on both sides of the unit. Use a fine pointed object or the back side of the X-Acto blade to apply the decal.

This decal is only semi permanent and can be removed to change to another number without damaging the enamel on the car.